Verifying Data Integration Configurations for Semantical Correctness and Completeness.
Data integration is the problem of combining data residing at different sources and providing the user with a unified view of these data. In medical informatics, such a unified view enables retrospective analyses based on more facts and prospective recruitment of more patients than any single data collection by itself. The technical part of data integration is based on rules interpreted by software. These rules define how to perform the translation of source database schemata into the target database schema. Translation rules are formulated by data managers who usually do not have the knowledge about meaning and acquisition methods of the data they handle. The professionals (data providers) collecting the source data who have the respective knowledge again usually have no sufficient technical background. Since data providers are neither able to formulate the transformation rules themselves nor able to validate them, the whole process is fault-prone. Additionally, in continuous development and maintenance of (meta-) data repositories, data structures underlie changes, which may lead to outdated transformation rules. We did not find any technical solution, which enables data providers to formulate transformation rules themselves or which provides an understandable reflection of given rules. Our approach is to enable data providers understand the rules regarding their own data by presenting rules and available context visually. Context information is fetched from a metadata repository. In this paper, we propose a software tool that builds on existing data integration infrastructures. The tool provides a visually supported validation routine for data integration rules. In a first step towards its evaluation, we implement the tool into the DZL data integration process and verify the correct presentation of transformation rules.